
Instructional Alignment in Course Design

Subject / Course:

Overarching aims and objectives:

Learning objectives What will you do to enable students to meet the learning objectives? 
What will students do to meet the intended learning outcome?

Assessment

What skills, attitudes, 
knowledge and  
understandings will  
students develop?

Lectures Tutorials/workshops/labs Other How will you assess 
whether or to what  
extent students have  
met the objectives?

Objective 1:

Objective 2:

Objective 3:

Objective 4:

Objective 5:

Assessment 1:

Assessment 2:

Assessment 3:

Assessment 4:

Assessment 5:


	Text25: Workshop on planning teaching
	Text26: Being able to use instructional alignment to successfully plan teaching and design courses
	Text27: 
	0: 
	0: Understand how instructional alignment works as a tool for planning teaching and course design
	1: 
	2: Participants (students) listen to the description of instructional alignment, and then explain in their own words, ask questions and discuss
	3: 
	4: Informal, formative assessment - Check understanding during discussion, then correct misunderstandings and build further understanding

	1: 
	0: Be able to use instructional alignment in their own context
	1: 
	2: Participants use this form to plan a course, lecture, tutorial etc. and discuss this with others(if watching the video, participants send form to 'clinton.golding@otago.ac.nz' for feedback)
	3: 
	4: Informal, formative assessment - Have participants accurately used instructional alignment to fill out this form?

	2: 
	0: Understand the importance of instructional alignment as the cornerstone of how to plan teaching
	1: 
	2: Participants use this form to plan a course, lecture, tutorial etc. and discuss this with others. They also discuss how this helps them to plan and design their teaching
	3: 
	4: Formal evaluation of the workshop – Do participants indicate that this is useful for their teaching

	3: 
	0: Value the process of forming instructional alignment
	1: 
	2: 
	3: 
	4: Formal evaluation of the workshop – Do participants indicate that this is useful for their teaching

	4: 
	0: 
	1: 
	2: 
	3: 
	4: 




